Pseudomonas syringae is the most frequently emerging group of plant pathogenic bacteria. Because this bacterium is ubiquitous as an epiphyte and on various substrates in non-agricultural settings, there are many questions about how to assess the risk for plant disease posed by strains in the environment. Although P. syringae is considered to have discrete host ranges in defined pathovars, there have been few reports of comprehensive comparisons of host range potential. Here we present results of host range tests for 134 strains, representing eight phylogroups, from epidemics and environmental reservoirs on 15 to 22 plant species per test conducted in four separate tests to determine the patterns and extent of host range. We sought to identify trends that are indicative of distinct pathotypes and to assess if strains in the P. syringae complex are indeed restricted in their host range. We show that for each test, strains display a diversity of host ranges from very restricted to very broad regardless of the gamut of phylogroups used in the test. Overall, strains form an overlapping continuum of host range potential with equal representation of narrow, moderate and broad host ranges. Groups of distinct pathotypes, including strains with currently the same pathovar name, could not be identified. The absence of groupings was validated with statistical tests for pattern recognition. The extent of host range was positively correlated with the capacity of strains to swarm on semi-solid agar medium and with the abundance of genes in biosynthetic clusters and was inversely correlated with the abundance of genes for proteins with transmembrane domains in their genomes. Our results are consistent with the current paradigm that disease symptoms are the result of multiple molecular interactions between P. syringae and its plant host that are modulated by abiotic and biotic conditions. This leads us to propose that pathovar denominations do not correspond to the underlying biology of P. syringae. A new concept of pathogenicity that accounts for the continuum of pathogenic potential in P. syringae would open new perspectives to understand the evolution of pathogenicity in this bacterium and new insights to anticipate disease and to manage plant health.
Background
Bacteria in the Pseudomonas syringae complex regularly cause new disease epidemics of herbaceous and woody crops throughout the world (Lamichhane et al. 2014; Lamichhane et al. 2015) . According to "First Reports" of plant diseases published in the Plant Disease journal over ca. the past 3 years (Jan. 2015 to July 2018), reports of diseases caused by strains in the P. syringae complex are more frequent than those for diseases caused by any other group of plant pathogenic bacteria and are more or equally frequent as those for certain fungi (Fig. 1) . When new crop diseases occur, diagnosis can provide practical information useful for implementing efficient control measures in the current cropping season and in limiting future disease outbreaks. This includes information about capacity of the pathogen to adapt to climatic conditions, sensitivity to biocides and biocontrol agents, about its virulence on the range of available cultivars of the crop, and about potential reservoirs and sources of inoculum. This information facilitates decisions concerning the use of biocides, biocontrol agents, resistant varieties and cultural practices so as to avoid inoculum and the favorable conditions for disease. For diseases caused by P. syringae, agronomic practices to avoid inoculum sources and the conditions that are favorable to disease are the most relied-upon means of control (Lamichhane et al. 2014; Lamichhane et al. 2015) . Therefore, knowledge of traits relative to the aptitude to survive in various reservoirs or to spread to other crops is particularly pertinent for implementing preventive measures as well as for the spatial and temporal organization of crops in polyculture.
Among the numerous reports of disease emergence due to P. syringae, several suggest that the pathogen originated from epidemics on plant genera or species different from that on which emergence was reported. For example, the strains of P. syringae causing a new leaf spot on kale in California were considered to be a tomato pathogen (Koike et al. 2017) . Tomato has been reported to be a common host of a range of pathovars of P. syringae that attack crucifers including strains called pv. maculicola, pv. appi and pv. antirrhini (Hendson et al. 1992) . Likewise, bristle oats planted as a green manure in fields cultivated to crucifers in Japan developed a brown spot disease caused by strains that were previously described as P. syringae pv. alisalensis-pathogenic to crucifers (Ishiyama et al. 2013 ). Pathogenicity of P. syringae pv. alisalensis strains to bristle oats and to other graminaceous crops and green manures such as oats and timothy has also been reported elsewhere (Cintas et al. 2002) . Sugar beet has been observed to be a common host for various strains that cause disease to cucurbits (Morris et al. 2000; Sedighian et al. 2014) leading to suggestions that epidemics on beets are inoculum sources for cucurbits. For a blight of coffee seedlings that emerged in the state of São Paulo, Brazil in 2006, strains that caused the disease had PCR-RFLP profiles identical to those of the type strain of P. syringae pv. tabaci but not of the known coffee pathogen P. syringae pv. garcae (Destéfano et al. 2010) . In another example, emergence in Italy of bacterial blight on the ornamental tree White Bird of Paradise (Strelitzia augusta) was attributed to strains of P. s. pv. lachrymans and were also virulent on zucchini (Polizzi et al. 2005) . Furthermore, for several diseases caused by P. syringae, the bacterial populations associated with epidemics are genetically very diverse and the strains are virulent on a range of plant species. Strains identified as P. syringae pv. pisi that cause blight on pea are genetically very diverse and have varying host ranges in laboratory tests. Furthermore, in these tests some of the most aggressive strains on pea were those closely related to strains from pea but that had been isolated from other diseased plants including lilac, common bean, hairy vetch and cantaloupe (Martin-Sanz et al. 2013) . Several independent studies on P. syringae causing blights to cucurbits have revealed that there is a wide genetic diversity of strains from epidemics to cantaloupe, squash and watermelon and that the strains are virulent to numerous cucurbit species as well as to other herbaceous plants (Morris et al. 2000; Sedighian et al. 2014; Newberry et al. 2016) . These examples raise questions about the extent of cross contaminations and spill over. Knowledge of the potential for spill over could guide agricultural practices to avoid reservoirs of inoculum.
Managing or avoiding reservoirs of P. syringae has been complicated by accumulating data that this bacterium is present in various substrates that are nearby or that can come into contact with crops. These substrates include rainfall , irrigation waters and their sources (Riffaud and Morris 2002; Monteil et al. 2013) , symptomless weeds, wild plants and ground covers (Malvick and Moore 1988; Hirano and Upper 2000; Morris et al. 2008) . The strains from these substrates had traits common to strains from diseased plants including a functional Type 3 Secretion System able to induce hypersensitivity in tobacco and the capacity to provoke disease symptoms on a range of plants in greenhouse tests. The prevalence of potentially pathogenic strains of P. syringae in non-plant substrates such as irrigation waters or in symptomless weeds, wild plants and ground covers raises the obvious question of the risk they pose for crops. In the case of hazelnut canker, for example, wild relatives of cultivated hazelnut are thought to be the source of at least two distinct genetic lines of P. syringae that have caused damage to hazelnut orchards (O'Brien et al. 2012) . Likewise, all of the examples cited in the preceding paragraph suggest that green manures, crops in rotation or nearby crops can also be sources of inoculum for disease.
Accounting for the breadth of host range of a pathogen-viz. whether it is a specialist or is a generalist-is seen as one of the future challenges for modeling disease epidemics (Cunniffe et al. 2015) . In epidemiological models Fig. 1 Number of First Reports in the journal Plant Disease, from Jan 2015 to July 2018, than concern species in the Pseudomonas syringae complex (hashed bar) relative to other pathogens (black bars) in a total of 1862 reports the number of different hosts to which a pathogen causes disease influences the spatial density and distribution of the host landscape. Increasing host density increases the ease for a pathogen to be invasive (Madden and Van Den Bosch 2002) . Hence, for a generalist there could be a greater effective density of susceptible host tissue available-if the plants in its host range were cultivated at the same time-and therefore generalists would have a greater potential for invasion and emergence than would specialists. Although the influence of host range on disease epidemiology can be formalized mathematically, this influence is also reflected in age-old strategies to manage diseases caused by generalists (such as the soft rot enteric bacteria, for example) that rely mostly on avoidance and hygiene vs. those caused by obligate, host specific organisms (such as rust fungi) where deployment of resistant plant varieties can be very effective.
It is not well established to what extent strains of P. syringae are generalists or specialists. P. syringae has often been described as having a broad host range collectively for the species complex but that its individual genetic lines generally have a restricted host range (Sarkar et al. 2006; Lindeberg et al. 2009; Baltrus et al. 2011; Mucyn et al. 2014) . This notion of restricted host range refers to the fact that there are few reports of the same strain being isolated from epidemics on different crop species. The paucity of such reports might not necessarily be due solely to the inherent host range limitation of any particular strain. A likely contributing factor is the lack of efforts to compare the genomes of strains from new epidemics with that of strains in collections from previous epidemics. This possibility is technically feasible now, but this has not always been the case. Another contributing factor could also be a hitherto lack of opportunity for encounters with certain susceptible hosts under conducive conditions. The paucity of reports is probably also attributable to the extensive diversity and ubiquity of P. syringae. This bacterial group has a global metapopulation of at least 10 22 cells and the number of different genetic lines is likely to be only a few orders of magnitude smaller than the total number of cells (Morris et al. 2010; Morris et al. 2013) . These traits of the metapopulation have two consequences on disease etiology. Firstly they lead to the high genetic diversity of strains that cause epidemics on a same host. Secondly they make it highly improbable that a same clone would be found in diverse situations. An exception would be the case where vegetative propagation of the host leads to widespread dissemination of a clonal line as in the case of kiwifruit canker. In spite of the many reports that characterize the pathogenicity of P. syringae, comprehensive evaluation of the host range potential of P. syringae strains under comparable conditions is lacking.
The objective of this work is to assess the patterns in an ensemble of host range data that we have collected for P. syringae over the past decades in inoculation trials. We sought to identify trends that are indicative of distinct pathotypes and to assess if strains in the P. syringae complex are indeed restricted in their host range. 
Results

Variability of plant-bacterial interactions
For all strains and plant species considered together, inoculation of any given plant species frequently resulted in a reaction that could be considered as a disease symptom. For herbaceous plants, 40% to 80% of inoculations resulted in symptom expression and for woody plants 33% and 65% of the inoculations resulted in external or internal lesions, respectively, for at least one of the replicate plants, depending on the test ( Table 1 ). Inoculations that resulted in symptoms for only one of the replicate plants represented less than 17% of the inoculations for external symptoms for tests C and D and 26% of the inoculations for internal symptoms on woody plants. For tests A and B, inoculations resulted in symptoms for only one replicate plant in up to 49% of the inoculations. The regularity of symptom expression depended on the test. In tests C and D, 74% to 94% of the inoculations that resulted in disease symptoms for at least one replicate plant also resulted in symptoms for at least half of the plants (Table 1) . In tests A and B, 51% to 62% of symptom expression were cases where at least half of the plants had symptoms (Table 1) . Tests C and D were each conducted in a shorter period of time representing more homogenous environmental conditions in the greenhouse than tests A and B.
The host range of strain CC0094 was evaluated multiple times: in test A as part of the initial determination of its host range, as a control strain in test D, and was part of four independent trials with the 16 different species deployed as a control in test B. In test B the pathogenicity of CC0094 was identical on 14 of the 16 plant species among the four independent trials and showed variable results on tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and eggplant (S. melongena) ( Table 2) . When tests A, B and D were considered collectively, there were at least 17 plant species (not considering botanical variety or cultivar) where the host range of CC0094 was examined at least 2 times. The pathogenicity of CC0094 was identical for 11 of these species among the different tests.
Ten other strains were also used in more than one test. B728A was used in tests A and B that had 16 plant species in common. In tests A and B, B728A caused symptoms on at least 3 of 6 replicate plants of peas, onion, eggplant and pepper whereas in test B it also caused symptoms (≥3 of the 6 replicate plants) on 7 other species for which it did not consistently cause symptoms in test A suggesting that the conditions of test B were more permissive for this strain. The pathogenicity of B728A (from PG02) and of strains from PG01 (CC1544, KN10, MAFF302278, MAFF302280, USA0007), PG03 (MAFF301020, 0893_23) and PG04 (1448A, 1_6) were also evaluated in tests B and C for which five plant species were in common (sorghum, soybean, sunflower, cantaloupe and tomato). With the exception of strain 1_6, all strains had a broader host range in test C than in test B. Overall, the mean host range of strains in PG01 and PG03 were broadest in test C. For PG02, the mean host range of strains was similar for tests A, B and C but greater for test D (Fig. 2 ).
Host range patterns
Host range patterns were characterized in terms of the repeatable reactions (symptoms on at least half of the replicate plants) within each test. We observed that, within each test, the strains displayed a diversity of host ranges from very restricted to very broad regardless of the gamut of phylogroups used in the test (Additional file 1: Figure S1 ). This diversity among strains occurred even for tests A and D where most of the strains within a test had been isolated from newly occurring disease epidemics on a same host (cantaloupe for test A and sugar beet for test D) (in Additional file 1: Figure S1 all strains labeled "CC" in test A were from outbreaks of cantaloupe blight in France and those labeled "P" in test D were from outbreaks of sugar beet blight in Serbia). Furthermore, there were several examples of strains that had been attributed the same pathovar denomination and were phylogenetically very close but that nevertheless had different host ranges from one another. For example, the three strains from reference collections that are called P. syringae pv. actinidiae (CFBP 7286, KW30 and PA459) induced symptoms on 11 to 12 different hosts but with only tomato, sunflower, kiwi and two cultivars of peach in common ( Fig. 3 and Additional file 2: Table S1 , test C). Likewise the two strains named pv. savastanoi (NCPPB3335 and PseNe107) both caused symptoms on cowpea, geranium, apricot and Montclar peach but strain PseNe107 caused symptoms on six additional hosts. (Fig. 3 and Table S1 , test C). The two strains named pv. aptata (CFBP1617 and CFBP1906) also had different host ranges, with eight hosts in common in addition to sugar beet but with six additional hosts for CFBP1906 (Additional file 2: Table S1 , test A).
In none of the tests the host range showed patterns that revealed groups of strains with distinct, well-defined host ranges. Strikingly, in all tests, host ranges were overlapping and could be arranged into patterns that appeared nested ( Fig. 3 for test C, Additional file 1: Figure S1 for the others). The three statistics for nestedness (overlapping host ranges) and the four statistics for modularity (distinguishable groups with defined host ranges) calculated here showed that the host range patterns in all four tests were significantly nested and showed no detectable modules (Table 3) . For test C we assessed the effect of different thresholds of regularity and intensity of symptom expression on the host range pattern for all plant species considered together and for herbaceous and woody species considered independently (Table 3) . None of the different thresholds resulted in significant modularity and all resulted in significant nestedness of host range patterns.
Relationship between the extent of host range, phylogeny, general genomic features and motility
The outcomes of host range tests conducted under laboratory conditions are contingent on numerous factors that can modulate the success of microorganisms in Fig. 2 Extent of host range of phylogroups 1 (red), 2 (blue) and 3 (green) of P. syringae, expressed as the percent of plant species for which at least half of the inoculated replicate plants manifest symptoms in each of four independent tests. Error bars indicate standard error of mean percents invading plant tissue and the ability of the plants to elicit their defenses. These modulating factors might be different in the laboratory compared to those under field conditions thereby leading to debate about the value of laboratory tests for assessing virulence of a microorganism on a given plant species-especially if disease on this species has not already been observed under field conditions. In light of this concern, we searched for traits of P. syringae that could bolster the pertinence of our laboratory host range tests as an indicator of the potential of P. syringae.
To summarize the host range of strains into a parameter comparable across all tests we calculated the extent of the host range. This could be calculated for all strains within a test and did not rely on having common plant species among tests. Host range extent was expressed as the percent of plant species on which each strain was virulent within a test. As described above, a strain was considered virulent on a given plant species if at least half of the replicate plants tested showed symptoms. For strains that were evaluated in more than one test, the mean percent was calculated.
Among all 134 strains of P. syringae, representing eight phylogroups, the extent of host range ranged from 0 to 100%. This range was variable within phylogroups, but only PG02 contained strains that were virulent on more than 75% of the plant species tested (Fig. 4 ). An analysis of variance (1 factor) indicated that there was a significant effect of phylogroup on the extent of host range (P < 0.000). In pairwise comparisons, strains in PG02 had a significantly greater mean extent of host range compared to those in PG01 and PG03 (Tukey's Honest Significant Difference Test, P ≤ 0.02) (Fig. 5) . The variability among strains and the low number of strains tested for the other phylogroups did not facilitate statistical comparisons for these groups.
The extent of host range was compared to the capacity of strains to swarm in amoeboid, star-like patterns on semi-solid nutrient medium. Swarming was evaluated for 51 strains from PG01, PG02, PG03 and PG04 that were selected to represent closely related strains with contrasting host ranges (Additional file 2: Table S1 ). About 70% of the strains that consistently displayed swarming within 27 h after inoculation on soft-agar medium were virulent on at least half of the plant species tested whereas over 80% of the strains that did not swarm by 48 h were virulent on fewer than half of the plant species tested (Fig. 6) . To assess the statistical significance of the interaction between motility and host range, we compared the frequencies of strains that caused disease to i) more than 60% or ii) less than 25% of the plant species tested coupled to whether or not they consistently swarmed. There were sufficient strains to test the interaction of motility and host range for all strains combined and for strains in PG02 apart from the others. Contingency tests showed that there was a significant association (P < 0.01) of swarming motility with broad host range (> 60% of plant species) and of lack of motility with narrow host range (< 25% of plant species) for PG02 and for all strains considered together ( Table 4) .
The correlation of each of 13 genomic features provided on the JGI platform (see Methods) with the extent of host range was assessed with Spearman's Rank Correlation test. Only two of these features showed significant correlations (P < 0.05). For all strains considered together, the extent of host range had a significant negative correlation with the number of genes for transmembrane domains (correlation coefficient = − 0.330) and a positive correlation with the number of genes in biosynthetic clusters (correlation coefficient = 0.313) (Fig. 7) .
Discussion
Our results strongly suggest that the individual strains in the P. syringae complex constitute an overlapping continuum of potential host ranges with roughly equal Table 3 Estimation and statistical significance of nestedness and modularity in the Pseudomonas syringae-plant symptomatology matrices a Disease scores, as described in the Methods section, were combined into two groups reflecting different thresholds for disease category "0" (no symptoms, no virulence) vs. disease category "1" (sensitive host, virulent pathogen). Values of nestedness or modularity for the actual pathogenicity matrix. Estimated values were rescaled in order that minimum and maximum were 0 and 100, respectively. Statistical significance is indicated between parentheses as the numbers of simulations (over 1000 for nestedness and over 100 for modularity) under the probabilistic degree (first figure) and Bernoulli (second figure) null models showing higher values than the actual pathogenicity matrix. All tests for nestedness were significant under the Bernoulli null model and in all but one case for the probabilistic degree model. Only one test out of 40 showed significant modularity. In some cases (indicated NA) the algorithm was not applicable to calculating modularity because the level of modularity was too low. c Probabilities highlighted in black indicate tests that are significant at P < 0.05 representation of those with narrow, intermediate and broad host ranges. This result is consistent with the current view that the mechanisms leading to disease involve multiple factors of virulence and fitness of the pathogen and of a corresponding multiplicity of host defenses that are all modulated by environmental factors. For P. syringae, virulence involves an interplay of extracellular outer membrane structures (such as MAMPs (Newman et al. 2013) ) that can set off generic, nonhost defenses in the plant; of multiple effectors that can elicit and/or disarm host defenses more or less specifically and that target a wide range of plant cell functions; and toxins that can have either specific or a wide range of targets (Pfeilmeier et al. 2016; Xin et al. 2018) . During the process of inciting disease, growth of bacteria in plant tissue depends on expression of genes for traits that assure tolerance of osmotic conditions in the apoplast and the metabolism of γ-aminobutyric acid as its availability in the apoplast increases (Pfeilmeier et al. 2016 ). All of these processes, as well as those involved in plant responses to infection, are highly dependent on environmental conditions, with temperature, water availability and soil nutrients in particular having marked effects (Dordas 2008; Velásquez et al. 2018 ) and being among the most pertinent to the outcome of laboratory tests of pathogenicity. These environmental factors influence the outcome of the host-pathogen interaction via their effects on, for example, the effectiveness of PAMP-triggered immunity, the regulation of defense hormones, the expression of proteins involved in effector-triggered immunity of the plant, the expression of phytotoxins and regulation of the type 3 secretion system by bacteria (Velásquez et al. 2018) . Given the complex processes involved in disease causation and in light of the results of our experimental inoculations, we propose that strains of P. syringae have general tendencies of host range potential, but that the outcome of the molecular interaction with the plant-in terms of symptom expression-is highly contingent on the biotic and abiotic context. Although this contingency on the environment is Fig. 4 Phylogenetic tree of 134 strains of Pseudomonas syringae from eight phylogroups and of P. corrugata for which virulence was evaluated on 16 to 22 plant species. The extent of the host range of each strain is indicated in the outer colored circle (virulent on > 75% of plant species tested: black; > 50% to 75%: red; > 25% to 50%: pink; > 10% to 25%: dark green; > 0 to 10%: light green; 0: white). Strains were considered to be virulent on a plant species if they caused symptoms on at least half of the replicate plants in each test. The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree was constructed based on partial sequences of the citrate synthase housekeeping gene as previously described (Berge et al. 2014) a well-accepted phenomenon, it implies that it is very difficult to define the precise host range of strains of P. syringae-in terms of a list of plants on which it can cause disease-without conducting multifactorial experiments that account for the effect of environment on the many interacting factors involved in disease manifestation. On the other hand, our results suggest that the potential breadth of the host range, relative to that of other strains, can be estimated.
The breadth of host range that we observed was consistent with other traits that have been reported to be well correlated with pathogenic potential-such as motility, the function of certain transmembrane proteins and the products of biosynthetic clusters. Swarming motility has been shown to be an important means for plant associated bacteria to assure invasion of plant tissue and to move to new nutritional reservoirs (summarized in (Venieraki et al. 2016) ) and to be positively correlated with pathogenicity in individual strains as revealed by mutants that are altered in their ability to swarm (Ichinose et al. 2016; Cheng et al. 2017 ). This is consistent with our observation that strains with the broadest host range tend to be those that swarm, and conversely those that do not swarm tend to have narrower host ranges. Concerning transmembrane domains, in the strains used here there was a wide range of genes that were characterized as coding for transmembrane proteins (1062 to 1565 such genes per strain) and included efflux pumps, various transporters, Type 3 Secretion System components, pili and fimbriae components, and cold shock proteins among others. These could constitute some of the known PAMPs that stimulate host defenses (Ingle et al. 2006) and therefore the accumulation of such factors could interfere with virulence. This is consistent with the negative correlation between the extent of host range and the number of genes for transmembrane proteins that we observed. Biosynthetic clusters refer to genes for polyketides, non-ribosomal peptides, terpenoids, alkaloids and other ribosomally-synthesized and post-translationally modified peptides, as well as saccharides (Medema et al. 2015) . Many of the molecules synthesized in these pathways have biocidal activity against prokaryotic and/or eukaryotic cells (Arnison et al. 2013) and therefore the accumulation of such traits could overcome host defenses and also increase the aggressiveness of strains. This is consistent with the positive correlation that we observed between host range extent and the number of genes in biosynthetic clusters.
What are the implications of these results? Firstly, they have consequences for how to anticipate and protect plants from new disease epidemics caused by P. syringae. Indeed, among the vast diversity of strains (clonal lines) of P. syringae that inhabit Earth, relatively few have been captured in the act of causing disease to plants. The relatively few strains that have caused epidemics have succeeded, in part, because they have traits that allow them to proliferate in plant tissue and also because of a concurrence of circumstances that fostered i) their contact with plants, ii) the expression of the traits that allow them to proliferate in plants and iii) the inhibition of plant defense mechanisms. Over time there will be new opportunities for strains in the environment that have not already been responsible for epidemics to come into contact with crops. Changes in the climate and in the global environment will likely also increase opportunities for pathogens such as P. syringae to cause disease (Velásquez et al. 2018) . Protecting plants from disease involves a combination of a rapid response to the appearance of disease symptoms and the avoidance of risky situations. In light of ever-changing environmental contexts, of the wide-spread dissemination of P. syringae . The number of strains tested in each phylogroup is indicated in boldface. Only phylogroups for which more than 2 strains were tested are presented here. Error bars represent standard error of the means. Means associated with the same lower case letter are not significantly different based on pair-wise comparisons (Tukey's Honest Significant Difference Test, P < 0.05) Fig. 6 The extent of host range in strains of Pseudomonas syringae that displayed swarming by 27 h on a nutrient medium (black bars) compared to those that did not display swarming by 48 h (grey bars) within agriculture and among all the various habitats of this bacterium, and of the vast diversity of this bacterial group (Berge et al. 2014 ) the main challenge is to identify and survey for risky situations that can set crops into contact with reservoirs of P. syringae under conditions favorable for disease. Avoiding risky situations involves knowing the conditions that favor disease as well as surveying for early detection of the pathogen. It is increasingly easy to deploy biotechnological tools to survey cropping systems, their frontiers and inputs for risky microorganisms before they cause disease symptoms. Our results suggest that surveying for strains of P. syringae that could cause new diseases would involve identifying the factors that underlie broad host range. This approach would be distinct from and complementary to the diagnostics used to target the lines of the bacterium that are known to have already caused disease to specific crops. In addition, our results have implications for how breeders select plants for resistance to diseases caused by P. syringae in terms of the traits and origin of strains to use in screening.
A second consequence of these results concerns how we perceive pathotypes of P. syringae. Our results provide strong evidence that strains do not cluster into groups with similar and distinct host ranges under comparable experimental conditions. This lack of groupings was observed for strains from diverse sources (tests B and C) as well as for strains that were mainly from epidemics on a single host species (cantaloupe for test A and sugar beet for test C). These results are difficult to reconcile with the pathovar nomenclature that specifies that strains should have "distinctive pathogenicity to one or more plant hosts" and that they are usually "distinguished in terms of proved differences in host range" (Young et al. 2001 ). According to these characteristics of pathovars, one could argue that nearly every strain among those characterized here is in a distinct pathovar-including strains that currently have the same pathovar names such as pv. actinidiae, pv. savastanoi, or pv. aptata. As far as we are aware, the data presented here represent the most comprehensive effort to assess differences in host range, including reports that describe pathovars. Our observations suggest that current pathovar names do not necessarily take into account the full potential of strains. Furthermore, in view of the overlapping continuum of pathogenicity under comparable conditions and the lack of pathotypes that can be distinguished from one another, we suggest that the Table 4 The number of strains of Pseudomonas syringae in phylogroup 2 and for all phylogroups considered together according to their host range extent and capacity to swarm on semi-solid nutrient medium. In both cases, there is a significant interaction of host range extent and swarming (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.01). There were not sufficient strains to test the interaction of swarming and host range for phylogroups other than PG02
PG02
Swarming at 27 h No swarming at 48 h Extent of host range > 60% 10 4
Extent of host range < 25% 1 8
All phylogroups
Extent of host range > 60% 12 4
Extent of host range < 25% 4 15 Fig. 7 The extent of host range of 56 strains of Pseudomonas syringae, for which whole genome sequences are available, as a function of genomic features annotated by the Joint Genome Institute Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiome System (https://img.jgi.doe.gov). The phylogroup (PG) of each strain is indicated for the seven phylogroups represented by this set of strains. The genomic traits presented here are those for which there were statistically significant (P < 0.05) correlations, based on Spearman's Rank Order Correlation. For all strains considered together, the extent of host range is significantly correlated with the number of genes for transmembrane domains (correlation coefficient = − 0.330) and the number of genes in biosynthetic clusters (correlation coefficient = 0.313) concept of pathovar as currently defined is inappropriate for P. syringae and is misleading. At present, "pathovars" constitute an important vocabulary for diagnostics and quarantine. Therefore, we expect considerable opposition to proposals to eliminate this vocabulary for P. syringae. However, the obstacles to changing the vocabulary for P. syringae can be overcome. As pointed out previously, although pathovars are named in legislation to control the emergence and movement of various strains of phytopathogenic bacteria, in reality the directives are implemented in the form of standard diagnostic procedures that correspond to approved techniques . Clear description of the techniques and their proper implementation-and not a description of the pathovar-are what assure the efficacy of quarantine and the accuracy of the diagnostics. Furthermore, there is growing recognition that the various clades in the P. syringae complex (Berge et al. 2014) can be grouped into separate species based on genetic similarities and the naming of new species within the complex (such as P. amygdali) in addition to P. viridiflava is increasing (Gomila et al. 2017) . The work of Gomila and colleagues (Gomila et al. 2017 ) on the phylogenetic groupings across the P. syringae complex illustrates that new species designations will bring together strains that currently have different pathovar names and will distribute other strains with the same pathovar names across several species. This will lead to important confusion if pathovar naming according to current practices is maintained.
The concept that pathogenicity of P. syringae is structured in distinct groups ignores the complex factors involved in the manifestation of symptoms including the vagaries of the physical environment and possible synergies with other plant microflora. This concept can be a barrier to understanding the etiology, epidemiology and emergence of diseases. It also constrains how detection, diagnostics and breeding for disease resistance are conceived and implemented. A more robust concept of host range that accounts for the continuum of pathogenic behaviors in P. syringae would be an impetus to search for novel markers of pathogenicity that could be deployed for risk assessment. It could also incite breeders to take new approaches to screening for disease resistance by establishing collections of challenge strains that represent this continuum and thereby are likely to also represent a diversity of virulence mechanisms or the fine-tuning of their regulation.
Conclusions
We present a comprehensive effort to assess differences in host range among strains of P. syringae to address the questions of the breadth of its host range and how pathotypes are structured. In four independent tests our results show that host range in the P. syringae complex is an overlapping continuum of potential with strains that have narrow host ranges being just as frequent as those with moderate and those with broad host ranges. These results are consistent with the current paradigm that manifestation of disease symptoms is the result of multiple molecular interactions between P. syringae and its plant host that are modulated by abiotic and biotic conditions. We argue that these results strongly support the need to move beyond the concept that P. syringae is composed of discrete, discernable pathovars and it opens the door to explore new scenarios of evolution of pathogenicity, of disease emergence and of the means to manage plant diseases caused by this bacterium.
Methods
Bacterial strains
We assessed the pathogenic potential of 134 strains from phylogroups (PG) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10. Reference strains for the P. syringae complex isolated from diseased plants were sourced from public collections or kindly provided by others. A strain of P. corrugata from tomato was also included. The origin of all strains used in this study is described in Additional file 2: Table S1 . For strains in the inoculation test C described below, molecular fingerprints were determined for all strains by BOX-PCR as described previously (Versalovic et al. 1991) to allow traceability in host range testing. All strains were stored in 40% glycerol at − 80°C. Strain CC0094 was used as a common strain in all tests except C so that variability or results could be compared. This strain was isolated from a cantaloupe blight epidemic in France, represents a clonal line that has been found in both epidemics and environmental reservoirs (Monteil et al. 2016 ) and has been used as a reference strain in our laboratory for over 20 years.
To determine the relative phylogenetic context of all of the strains, Neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees were constructed on the basis of partial sequences of the citrate synthase housekeeping gene (cts) as previously described (Berge et al. 2014) . The forward and reverse primers for amplification and the primers for sequencing were, respectively, Cts-FP (forward): 5'-AGTTGATCA TCGAGGGCGC(AT)GCC-3′, Cts-RP (reverse): 5'-TGA TCGGTTTGATCTCGCACGG-3′ and Cts-FS (fwd): 5'-CCCGTCGAGCTGCCAAT(AT)TTGCTGA-3′ as used previously (Stopelli et al. 2017) . DAMBE (version 5.6.8) was used for aligning sequences and Neighborjoining trees were built with Mega (version 5.05). Reference strains used to build the trees and not used for inoculations of plants were described elsewhere (Berge et al. 2014) .
Genomic data for 56 of the strains tested here (indicated in Additional file 2: Table S1) were available from the Joint Genomic Institute (JGI) Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiome System (https://img.jgi.doe.-gov/). The variables obtained were as follows: genome size, gene count, CRISPR count, coding base count, CDS count, RNA count, tRNA count, pseudogene count, fused gene count, signal peptide count, transmembrane domain count, horizontally-transferred gene count, and biosynthetic cluster gene count.
Plant material and cultivation
Collectively across all tests, 40 species of plants were used for pathogenicity tests (Table 5 ). Plants were grown and maintained in the greenhouse. All annual plants tested were seed-grown and transplanted in fresh medium-decomposed white sphagnum peat. Prunus spp. plants were sourced from commercial nurseries producing plants from seed, re-potted in the same substrate and maintained in a glasshouse at ambient temperature until inoculation. The rest of the woody plants, (hazelnut, kiwifruit, oleander and poplar) were vegetatively propagated, re-potted in the same substrate and maintained in the same conditions. All perennial plant materials used were certified. Annual plants were inoculated one month after sowing (3 to 5 true leaves) while 2-year-old Prunus spp. and 3-month-old hazelnut, kiwifruit, oleander and poplar plants were used for the inoculation.
Host range tests
Four separate host range tests were conducted. Test A was conducted in 1998 to characterize strains from a new epidemic of bacterial canker of cantaloupe that was emerging in France. Test B was conducted in 2008 to compare reference strains to strains from environmental reservoirs. Test C was conducted in 2013 to compare strains from woody hosts with reference strains and strains from environmental reservoirs. Test D was conducted in 2017 to characterize strains from a new epidemic of bacterial blight of sugar beet that was emerging in Serbia. Results for some of the strains in test A were described previously (Morris et al. 2000) but none of the results from the other tests have been reported previously.
Tests A and B were each conducted in 2 separate blocks with 3 plants per species for each bacterial strain per block. Tests C and D were each conducted in 1 block with 4 and 5 plants per species, respectively, for each bacterial strain. Plants were inoculated with 10-50 μL of bacterial suspension, prepared in sterile distilled water from 48 h cultures on King's medium B (King et al. 1954 ) and adjusted to about 10 8 CFU/mL depending on the test. This concentration of inoculum is among the most frequently used in host range testing of P. syringae and well within the range of conditions commonly used to test the pathogenicity of P. syringae (Additional file 3: Table S2 ). Plants were incubated in greenhouses and scored for up to 6-15 days for herbaceous plants and up to 60 days for woody plants depending on the test. The specific conditions and the scoring methods used for each test are described in Table 6 . For all tests, strains were considered to have pathogenic potential on a plant species only if at least half of the replicate plants tested for each species showed compatible reactions.
Motility and swarming
Strains were tested for motility and swarming in soft nutrient agar composed of 15 g tryptone casein soy broth (Fisher Scientific, Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France) and 4 g agar per liter of distilled water. For each strain, 10 μL of a suspension prepared in sterile distilled water from 48 h cultures on King's medium B (King et al. 1954 ) and adjusted to 10 8 CFU/mL were deposited on each of 4 replicate plates of the soft nutrient agar in 90 mm Petri dishes. Plates were incubated in the dark at 25°C and the extent of motility and swarming were noted after 15, 20, 27 and 48 h of incubation.
Statistical analyses
To identify host range patterns of strains, mean disease scores were transformed into categorical values (values of "0" or "1"). In the resulting host × pathogen matrices of these categorical data, we determined if there were structural patterns of modularity (distinct groups) or nestedness (overlapping continuum) of the host range. Such matrices containing binary data can be analyzed similarly to bipartite networks (Weitz et al. 2013) . Each combination of strain and plant was assigned to category "1" (compatible host-pathogen interaction) only if symptom expression was repeatable, i.e. ≥3 of the 6 plants for tests A and B inoculated with each strain showed symptoms, ≥3 of the 4 plants for test C, and ≥ 3 of the 5 plants for test D. Otherwise the strain-plant interaction was assigned to the category "0". The effect on the matrix patterns of different severity thresholds was determined for the different tests as indicated in the Results section. The nestedness and modularity of the different resulting matrices were estimated using the 'bipartite' and 'igraph' packages of R. Nestedness varies usually from 0 (low nestedness) to 1 (high nestedness) and was estimated by three different algorithms: the nestedness temperature estimator (binmatnest2 algorithm in the R environment) (Rodríguez-Gironés and Santamaría 2006), the nestedness metric based on overlap and decreasing filling (NODF2 algorithm) (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008) , the weighted-interaction nestedness estimator (wine algorithm) (Galeano et al. 2009 ) and the walktrap algorithm (Pons and Latapy 2005) . Modularity varies from − 1 (antimodular matrix) to + 1 (high modularity matrix).
Values close to zero correspond to random partitions of the matrix into modules of randomly distributed host cases and values are positive if the number of host cases within modules exceeds the number expected on the basis of chance. Because none of the module detection algorithms developed to date provide consistently optimal results in all matrices (Aldecoa and Marín 2013), we used four different algorithms implemented into the edge.betweenness (Brandes 2001) , the spinglass.community (Newman and Girvan 2004; Reichardt and Bornholdt 2006; Traag and Bruggeman 2009 ) and leading.eigenvector.community (Newman 2006) functions in the R software. To determine the statistical significance of the patterns (nestedness or modularity) of the plant-P. syringae interaction, the observed interaction matrices were compared to matrices simulated under two different null models that were generated by random assignment of compatibility between bacteria and host plants (Weitz et al. 2013 ): (i) in the Bernoulli 10 droplets (10 μL) on a leaf and 1 droplet (10 μL) injected into stem on each plant.
Infiltration in leaf blade near the base of the leaf (10 μL) after wounding the site with a sterile plastic stick.
Inoculation of woody plants 1 droplet (10 μL) on a scar at the petiole-stem junction, sealed with parafilm.
Scoring method 0: apparent no reaction; 1: HR-like reaction that does not evolve; 2: symptoms on < half of leaf; 3: symptoms on > half of the leaf blade.
0: no apparent reaction; 1: < 5 lesions/leaf, no symptoms on stems; 2: 5-10 lesions/leaf, no symptoms on stems; 3: > 10 lesions/leaf, no symptoms on stems; 4: some dead leaves, no symptoms on stems; 5: leaf score 1 with lesions on stems or petioles < 5 mm long; 6: leaf score 2 with lesions on stem or petiole from 5 to 10 mm; 7: leaf score 3 with necrosis on stem or petiole > 10 mm; 8: dead plant 0: no apparent reaction; 1: weak symptoms, no necrosis; 2: necrosis at point of inoculation without spreading; 3:-necrosis up to 25% of leaf blade; 4: necrosis from 25 to 50% of leaf blade; 5: necrosis for > 50% of leaf blade; 6: wilting of entire leaf.
Scoring dates (days after inoculation) 2 and 7 days
Herbaceous plants: 5, 10 and 15 days. Woody plants: 15, 30, 45, 60 days 
